Many of the finest parks and grounds in America are fertilized with Milorganite.

- Non-burning, cost-effective, turf fertilizer.
- Rich in organic iron — 4% minimum guaranteed.
- 90% Water Insoluble Nitrogen (W.I.N.), slow release nitrogen promotes vigorous growth.
- Supplies humus and improves water holding capacity of soils.
- The golf course choice.
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FREE LITERATURE
Mail in the coupon below for further information or call 414-225-2222.
BOOKSTORE

819 - ADVANCES IN TURFGRASS PATHOLOGY
by Joyner and Larsen
Leading U.S. turf pathologists report on turfgrass diseases, pythium blight, snow molds, fairy rings, leaf spot of Kentucky bluegrass in Minnesota, initial and final fungicide screening, turfgrass disease resistance, etc. Contains new ideas on how to combat turfgrass problems. $27.95

229 - CONTROLLING TURFGRASS PESTS
by Shurtleff, Fermanan, Randell
New comprehensive guide provides the most up-to-date information available on the identification, biology, control and management of every type of turfgrass pest. $46.00

230 - LAWNS-Third Edition
by Dr. Jonas Vengris and Dr. William A. Torello
Devised as a textbook or a practical usage manual, this book has been completely brought up to date. Care of lawns and turfgrass, from selection of varieties to maintenance of established grass is completely covered. $27.95

620 - TURF MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK
by Howard Sprague
Practical guide to turf care under both healthy and poor turf conditions. Chapters cover turf in cooler and warmer regions, fertilizer use, regular turf care, weed and disease control and special turf problems. Useful seasonal schedules for management of turf areas. $26.00

625 - TURFGRASS MANAGEMENT
by A.J. Turgone
Revised edition. Covers the latest developments in turfgrass science and technology. Heavily illustrated with dozens of new drawings. Provides specific recommendations for applying the newest pesticides, fertilizers and other materials to combat turfgrass problems. A valuable reference for diagnosing problems and determining their causes. $52.90

118 - TURF MANAGERS' HANDBOOK-Second Edition
by Daniel and Freeborg
Comprehensive basic text and reference source used in many leading university turf programs. Includes findings of current research compiled from more than 12,000 sources. $52.00

365 - LANDSCAPE PLANTS IN DESIGN
by Edward C. Martin
An annotated black & white photographic guide to the design qualities of ornamental plants and their aesthetic and functional use in landscape design. Over 600 trees, shrubs, vines, ground covers and turfgrasses are described in non-technical language. Over 1900 photographs. Provides a basis for selecting the best plant materials for any particular use in landscape design. Contains detailed indexes that provide quick reference to particular design qualities and growing conditions. $68.95

305 - LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT
by James R. Feucht and Jack D. Butler
Written by turfgrass professionals, this handy guide will be invaluable for playing field managers, golf course managers, or any lawn care practitioner. Covers all aspects of turfgrass management. $46.00

540 - TURF IRRIGATION MANUAL
by James Watkins
A guidebook for engineers, architects, designers and contractors. Keeps pace with the latest developments in turf and landscape irrigation. Specific chapters devoted to rotary sprinkler design systems. Golf course design systems and expanded engineering and reference material. $52.75

615 - TURF MANAGEMENT FOR GOLF COURSES
by James Beard
Written by an eminent turfgrass researcher and USGA sponsored text is an ideal reference and "how to" guide. Details all phases of golf course design and construction, turf management, course administration, irrigation, equipment and disease and pest control. Fully illustrated. $52.75

345 - COST DATA FOR LANDSCAPE CONSTRUCTION 1990
Kathleen W. Kerr, Editor
An updated unit cost data reference for designers and cost estimators. Developed to fill the tremendous need for detailed landscape construction cost data. Laid out in easy-to-use CSI format. Annual. $38.95

360 - LANDSCAPE DESIGN: A PRACTICAL APPROACH
by Lesly Hannebaum
Geared for the commercial designer/salesperson, this is a one-stop guide to the landscape design process. Covers the development of a highly competitive field including design analysis techniques, pointers on land forms, specialized business landscaping methods, environmental design guidelines, specifications, estimations, bids. $52.00

320 - LANDSCAPE REJUVENATION
by Bonnie Lee Appleton
Explains how to rejuvenate a landscape renovation. Included is information on how to make an appraisal of the landscape, how to determine landscape needs, maintenance considerations, how to execute a landscape renovation. $15.95

375 - RESIDENTIAL LANDSCAPES
by Gregory M. Pierceall
An excellent reference for individuals involved in the design and development of plantings and construction of residential sites. Illustrations and actual residential case study examples are used to communicate graphic, planning and design concepts which are the focus of this text. $53.90

370 - LANDSCAPE OPERATIONS: MANAGEMENT, METHODS & MATERIALS
by Larry Hannebaum
An in-depth examination that combines technical training in landscape design with methods of accounting, business management, marketing and sales. Discusses effective methods for performing lawn installations, landscape plant- ing and maintenance. Step-by-step accounting calculations are explained in simple terms. $52.00

235 - LAWN CARE: A HANDBOOK FOR PROFESSIONALS
by H. Decker, J. Decker
Written by turfgrass professionals, this handy guide will be invaluable for playing field managers, golf course managers, or any lawn care practitioner. Covers all aspects of turfgrass management. $46.00
BOOKSTORE

410 - DISEASES & PESTS OF ORNAMENTAL PLANTS
by Pascal Prone
This standard reference discusses diagnosis and treatment of diseases and organisms affecting nearly 500 varieties of ornamental plants grown outdoors, under glass or in the home. Easy to understand explanations of when and how to use various fungicides, insecticides and other control methods. $29.95

430 - DISEASES OF TREES AND SHRUBS
By Wayne Sinclair, Howard Lyon and Warren Johnson
A comprehensive pictorial survey of the diseases of trees, as well as the environmental damage to forest and shade trees and woody ornamental plants in the United States and Canada. Reflects the most important developments in fungal biology and taxonomy, plant bacteriology, virology, and environmentally induced disease in plants. Summarizes information about newly discovered diseases and provides up-to-date accounts of old ones. $49.95

450 - HANDBOOK OF PLANTS WITH PEST-CONTROL PROPERTIES
by Michael Grange and Saleem Ahmed
Provides information on approximately 2,400 plant species having pest-control properties in addition to the plant's specific common and family names, coded information is provided on such plant characteristics as life cycle, classification, and the ecological conditions suited for growth. Also lists 1,000 plants that are potential candidates for screening pest-control activity due to their poisonous nature or their ability to control human and animal diseases. $48.95

500 - THE 1990 PESTICIDE DIRECTORY
by Lori Thomson Harvey and W.T. Thomson
A Guide to Producers and Products, Regulators, Researchers and Associations in the United States. For the person who needs to know anything in the United States pesticide industry. $75.00

665 - AGRICULTURE: THE CARE OF TREES, SHRUBS AND VINES IN THE LANDSCAPE
by Richard W. Harris
Provides comprehensive coverage of complete planting, site analysis, preparation and special planting methods, full plant coverage of fertilization, irrigation and pruning guidelines on preventative maintenance, repair and chemical control, how-tos of diagnosing plant problems, practical data on non-infectious disorders, diseases, insects and related pests and pest management. $60.00

800 - THE GOLF COURSE
by Jeffrey F. Derr and Bonnie Lee Apelson
The first book ever to give the art of golf course design its due, and golf course architects the credit and recognition they deserve. 320 pages and 150 color and black and white photographs. Traces the history and evolution of the golf course, analyzes the great courses, shows how they were designed and constructed. $35.00

840 - NATURE TREES, SHRUBS, AND VINES FOR URBAN AND RURAL AMERICA
by Gary L. Smith and L.
This award-winning reference for native U.S. plants has now been expanded to include shrubs and vines. Over 250 major species are characterized by form, branching pattern, foliage, flower, fruits, habitat, soil, hardness, susceptibility, urban adaptability, etc. Includes unique color-coded keys that classify plant species by visual characteristics, cultural requirements and ecological relationships. $86.00

900 - TREATMENT GUIDE TO PLANT DISEASES AND INSECTS
by Richard W. Harris
Describes how to diagnose herbicide damage to nursery crops and landscape ornamentals. Injury symptoms resulting from the herbicides used today are described and compared to other plant disorders to assist in diagnosing plant problems. Tables list common names, trade names, major uses and injury symptoms for the herbicides currently used in agronomic, horticultural, landscape and noncrop areas. $15.95

Mail this coupon to: Book Sales, Edgell Communications
One East First Street, Duluth, MN 55802
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Signature ____________________________ Date __________

Please send me the following books. I have enclosed payment for the total amount.
Please charge to my Visa, MasterCard or American Express (circle one)
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Domestic— Please add $3.50 per order plus $1.00 per additional copy for postage and handling.
All others— Please add $5.00 per order and if ordering multiple copies, also add $2.00 per additional copy to cover postage and handling.

Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.
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Questions? Call 218-723-9471 or 9472
How do you train applicators to spray...on target?

Keeping sprays on target requires a lot of knowledge and skill. That's why applicator training is vital. An unskilled applicator who sprays off target wastes time and increases fuel and material costs. Weather conditions or a poorly calibrated sprayer could result in environmentally unsound pesticide use.

This year, improve accuracy of pesticide application by learning how to spray trees the right way.

The National Arborist Association (NAA) has available three educational videotape programs on pesticide application and sprayer calibration.

Each program is designed to increase applicator knowledge of spraying and spraying techniques. No other training program on tree spraying is currently available. Program videotapes cover Sprayer Operation, Sprayer Calibration and Application Techniques. A calibration manual is included with each order.

Videotape programs provide the beginning applicator with a basic understanding of spraying trees. They also help the more experienced operator solve mechanical and spray problems that regularly occur on the job.

The On Target series is available only as a set of three videotapes. It is made possible by voluntary contributions of NAA active and associate members. Cost for the set and calibration manual is $300.00. Because of their prior contributions, NAA members may purchase the set for $150.00.

Order your videotapes today. Start training applicators the right way. Let us spray...on target.

SEND THIS ORDER FORM TODAY.
On Target...Videocassette Programs, $300.00 ($150.00 NAA Members)

| Ship to: |
| Firm: |
| Street: |
| City: | State: | Zip: |
| Phone: ( ) |

Please ship: __________ sets of the On Target videocassette programs.
Check for $ __________ U.S. Funds or Purchase Order Enclosed.

Signature: __________ Date: __________
**BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES**

**CURMBATE - THE MONEY MACHINE:** Patented, electrically driven self-propelled machine produces beautiful continuous concrete landscape edging. Simplifies the installation of concrete borders between lawns and flower beds, along driveways and sidewalks, etc. Applications for residential and commercial settings, golf courses, etc. 90 days deposit to start. Costs $50,000-$100,000 potential annual income. (801)273-3938. 4/90

**LEARN Professional Landscaping and Gardening at home. Accredited program provides thorough training in all phases of commercial and residential landscaping. Certificate awarded. Free booklet describes program and opportunities in detail. Lifetime Career Schools, Dept. A-415, 2251 Bannister Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90064. 9/90

**WANT TO BUY OR SELL A GOLF COURSE?** Exclusively golf course transactions and appraisals. Ask for our catalog. McKay Golf and Country Club Properties, 15485 N. East Street, Lansing, Michigan 48906. Phone (517)484-7726. TF 4/90

**CONNECTICUT AND NORTHEAST:** Selling or buying a green industry business? I'm a specialist in your field with over ten years experience and can locate buyers and sellers. Phil Nilsen, Box 438, Painesville, Ohio 44077-0438. 4/90

**HELP WANTED**

**ESTATE MANAGER:** Experienced person to manage Greenhouse, Formal and Vegetable Gardens. Lawn Care, including Insecticide Control. House, plus utilities available. BC-BS. Salary negotiable. Send resume to Box 4300, Wilmington, DE 19807. 5/90

**LAWSCAPE DESIGN/SALES:** Leading Kansas City Landscape Company has immediate openings for talented, experienced, and aggressive persons in residential/lifestyle commercial design and sales. A.S. or B.S. in Horticulture or related fields preferred. Competitive compensation and benefits package. Send a resume with experience and salary history to the address listed below: HERMES COMPANY, INC., P.O. Box 14336, Lenexa, KS 66215. (913)888-2414. 4/90

**NEED LANDSCAPE WORKERS?** We can solve any labor problem you have. We have documented workers as well as foremen, leadmen, irrigators and administrators available at a price you can afford. Call today! AMIGOS 214-634-0900. TF 4/90

**INSTRUCTOR OF TURF EQUIPMENT SERVICE TECHNOLOGY:** Technical certificate/degree in mechanics or similar; A.A., A.S., or B.S. desirable; two years golf mechanic experience or similar required plus hydraulic, electrical, and diesel engine knowledge. Salary: Competitive. Deadline: Open. Contact Lake City Community College, Rt. 3 Box 7, Lake City, FL 32055, (904)752-1822, Ext. 225, EA/EIO EMPLOYER. 4/90

**LAWSCAPE RECRUITERS!** Seeking landscapers to join our crew of young, progressive, quality oriented professionals. All phases of landscaping, including construction, renovation, tree installation and transplanting specializing in LARGE specimens. Work with and gain experience with our fleet of 40 various trucks and tractors. Nursery operations and maintenance also available. This is a full time position for 45 years in the picturesque "Hamptons" of Long Island. The surroundings are beautiful ocean and bay beaches and historic villages. The clientele are mostly estate and summer country homes. HIGHLY COMPETITIVE SALARY AND BENEFITS, based on experience, education and enthusiasm. SUBSIDIZED HOUSING AVAILABLE. Send resumes or contact: Mr. Jack Whitmore, Whitmore-Worsley, Inc., P.O. Box 10, Amagansett, NY 11930, (516) 267-3756. 4/90

**BRANCH/SALES MANAGERS; JUNIOR AND SENIOR LEVEL.** Orkin Lawn Care offers more to our Managers, so why settle for less? Our company is a leader in its field and expansion dictates the need for senior level Branch and Sales Managers to maintain our high-standards and the integrity that has built the Orkin reputation. We offer unlimited room for advancement into top-level management, salary plus incentive bonus, and a comprehensive benefits package to talented, ambitious Orkin team members who are dedicated to success. You will report directly to Zone Managers and be required to: "Initiate and develop effective work atmosphere, "Meet financial objectives — revenue, cost control, profits and profit margins. "Enforce Orkin policies and procedures. "Maintain a strong customer base "Select and train new employees. If you can fulfill these objectives and have the aptitude to prioritize duties and problems and be a contributing member of a dedicated L A W N C A R E, P A T GUY, 2170 Piedmont Road, Northeast, Atlanta, GA 30324. 4/90

**KT ENTERPRISES, INC.,** a commercial landscape management firm servicing the Washington, DC Metropolitan market, is now accepting applications for employment in their landscape maintenance department for the 1990 season and beyond. All positions offer excellent salary, health benefits, retirement and, most importantly, an incomparable opportunity to work in a quality organization that will continue to offer professional satisfaction. Please send resumes to: Mr. Doug Sevacko, KT Enterprises, Inc., 4001 Westfax Drive, Chantilly, VA 22021 if you're interested in any of the following positions: Pruning Department Supervisor, Maintenance Department Supervisor, Maintenance Department Manager, Floral Installation Manager, Turf and Ornamental Plant Specialist. 4/90

Expanding Northeast Ohio Maintenance and Construction Company has openings at the Foreman level. Fulfill your career goals with a 6 million dollar company that is still growing. Send your resume and salary requirements to Mr. Herrmann, P.O. Box 438, Painesville, Ohio 44077-0438. 4/90
LANDSCAPE DESIGNER/SALESPERSON: Long-established design/build landscape firm has openings for five years design/build experience. Three to five years design/build experience required. Send detailed resume to HUNZIKERS INC., P.O. Box 397, Niles, MI 49120.

FOR SALE - 7 Blitzer Mowers, Iron Wheels, good condition. Call evenings - (518)661-6454.


HYDRO-MULCHERS AND STRAW BLOWERS New and used. JAMES LINCOLN CORPORATION, 3220 S. Jupiter Rd., Garland, TX 75041. Call collect (214)840-2440, (800)527-2304.

PORTABLE STUMP CUTTER - 14 or 16 H.P., Mag Kohler, 4 speed transaxle. K&Y Tree Service. 614-965-4112.

FOR SALE - 1986 Diesel Spyder, Extended Forks, 500 Hours, Trailer, Excellent Condition, Call Tim - (313)622-3800.

HYDRO-MULCHERS AND STRAW BLOWERS New and used. JAMES LINCOLN CORPORATION, 3220 S. Jupiter Rd., Garland, TX 75041. Call collect (214)840-2440, (800)527-2304.

PORTABLE STUMP CUTTER - 14 or 16 H.P., Mag Kohler, 4 speed transaxle. K&Y Tree Service. 614-965-4112.


FOR SALE OR POSSIBLE TRADE: 1986 Older 54H, less than 200 hours; like new. Asking $8,500. (217)762-4651.

ZOYSIA MEYERS Z-52 SOD OR SPRIGS. EXCELLENT QUALITY DELIVERED ANYWHERE AT REASONABLE PRICES. ALSO ROW PLANTING AVAILABLE. DOUBLE SPRINGS GRASS FARM, SEARCY, AR. 1-800-458-4765.


USED EQUIPMENT - G-10, F-10, F-20, (2) 5 Gang Blizzards, (2) Greens King II, UV-4, F-133, Juke Out Front Commercial 72" w/Cab and Snowblower, (3) 22" PG Mowers (no engines), Lely 900 # Spreader (pull type), Trimmer 409, Smithco 300 Gall. Sprayer, Cummins Truckster w/Dump Box, Top Dresser, Greensaver, and Pull Type Spiker. Jim Miller (815)937-1037.

FAIRFIELD TORQUE HUB KITS, heavy duty Wilton Cassettes with chip boxes. Asplundh bucket trucks with chip boxes.

ZOEY MEYERS Z-52 SOD OR SPRIGS. EXCELLENT QUALITY DELIVERED ANYWHERE AT REASONABLE PRICES. ALSO ROW PLANTING AVAILABLE. DOUBLE SPRINGS GRASS FARM, SEARCY, AR. 1-800-458-4765.


USED EQUIPMENT - G-10, F-10, F-20, (2) 5 Gang Blizzards, (2) Greens King II, UV-4, F-133, Juke Out Front Commercial 72" w/Cab and Snowblower, (3) 22" PG Mowers (no engines), Lely 900 # Spreader (pull type), Trimmer 409, Smithco 300 Gall. Sprayer, Cummins Truckster w/Dump Box, Top Dresser, Greensaver, and Pull Type Spiker. Jim Miller (815)937-1037.

FAIRFIELD TORQUE HUB KITS, heavy duty Wilton Cassettes with chip boxes. Asplundh bucket trucks with chip boxes.
For The Golf Course Superintendent Who Has Everything.

**RED THREAD:**
2 oz./1,000 sq.ft. every 14-21 days.

**POWDERY MILDEW:**
1-2 oz./1,000 sq.ft. every 14-28 days.

**SNOW MOLD:**
4 oz./1,000 sq.ft. applied late fall.

**RUST:**
1-2 oz./1,000 sq.ft. every 14-28 days.

**ANTHRACNOSE:**
1-2 oz./1,000 sq.ft. every 14-28 days.

**BROWN PATCH:**
2-4 oz./1,000 sq.ft. every 10-21 days.

**STRIPE SMUT:**
1-2 oz./1,000 sq.ft. applied late fall or early spring.

**SUMMER PATCH:**
4 oz./1,000 sq.ft. applied April-June, or according to local recommendations.

**DOLLAR SPOT:**
1 oz./1,000 sq.ft. every 28 days.

Only Banner'lets you prescribe just the right preventive treatment for so broad a spectrum of turfgrass diseases. For even more helpful information, contact your turf products distributor.
He's bright, bold. Gets the job done ahead of schedule. His experience is fortified by flexibility and an eagerness to learn. This kid's got a great future. As do others in his age group. In the coming decades, they'll comprise the majority of America's work force. Informed employers judge people by ability, not their date of birth.

Find out how companies like Lockheed Corporation, ALCOA, Deere and Company, Hewlett Packard and others manage older employees profitably. Send for "Using the Experience of a Lifetime", from the American Association of Retired Persons, 1909 K Street NW, Box WE, Washington, DC 20049.

USE THE EXPERIENCE OF A LIFETIME.